
The mission of Trenton Middle School is to  inspire
students to strive for excellence in all areas of their lives.



What is Standards Referenced Grading
Standards referenced grading focuses a student’s learning on the essential outcomes for a
class, or how well the student understands and can apply the key material in class. At the
beginning of every unit, the teacher will break down the outcomes for the unit into smaller
components and criteria, using a detailed proficiency scale. During the unit, the student will be
frequently assessed to gauge understanding and application of the material. Teachers will use a
variety of assessments, such as traditional tests, projects, discussions, or reports. The class
grade will be based on all of the evidence the teacher collects demonstrating a student’s
mastery of the essential outcomes.

The goal of this approach is to provide the teacher, student, and parent as accurate a picture as
possible of the student’s learning, and to encourage a conversation about how the student can
master the material for the class. In particular, because learning is a process that takes place
over time, the teacher will provide feedback to the student about what to focus on next, and the
student will be allowed to show improved learning by being reassessed. If the new evidence
shows a higher level of mastery, that new score will replace the old one.

How is Standards Referenced Grading different from
traditional grading?
In the traditional 100-point grading system, a student’s grades are typically based on all of the
work assigned in class, including classwork, homework, projects, quizzes, and tests. These
scores are often arranged in the grade book based on the type of assignment rather than on the
essential outcomes for the class. The grade may also include points for non-academic factors,
such as participation, effort, or attitude.

Standards-referenced grading looks at how well a student has demonstrated proficiency on the
key material, so the grade book does not separate out tests, homework, or projects. Instead, all
of the work a student does is used to assess what a student knows. Non-academic factors such
as behavior, attitude, and attendance are not included in the grade, but are recorded and
reported separately.

Rationale
“Why would anyone want to change current grading practices? The answer is quite simple:
Grades are so imprecise that they are almost meaningless.”

- Robert Marzano

At Trenton Middle School, our goal is that student grades be consistent, accurate, meaningful,
and supportive of each student’s learning.  Standards-referenced grading is being implemented
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in an effort to reach that goal. Standards Referenced Grading hits three key components to any
successful grading practice.

Accuracy: SRG bases a student’s grade on assessments of learning, allowing the teacher to
create a clear picture of what the student has learned without the influence of other,
non-academic factors. These other factors, such as effort and behavior, are still essential, but
are not part of the student’s academic grade and are communicated separately.

Consistency: For each outcome, the teacher provides a proficiency scale, that describes exactly
what the student should know or be able to do. The scales identify criteria for proficiency and
are used consistently throughout the unit and semester.

Meaningful: We believe that a meaningful grade is one that clearly communicates the learning
that has taken place. In a standards-referenced classroom, scores are recorded by the learning
outcomes rather than by categories, such as tests or homework. This makes it easier to identify
areas of strength and areas of growth.

Frequently Asked Questions

What does the number scale (4, 3.5, 3, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1, .5 and 0) on the rubric mean?
Each of the levels builds on the others and explains the learning students have to demonstrate
in order to earn that score. Students must demonstrate proficiency as they move up the scale.
For example a student may not earn a 3 until they demonstrate proficiency of the level 2
concepts or skills. The scale designations are as follows:

4 – The student demonstrates an in-depth understanding of the material by completing
advanced applications of the material.

3.5 – In addition to a 3.0 score, the student demonstrates in-depth inferences and applications
with partial success.

3 – The student demonstrates proficiency in the complex, targeted knowledge and skills for the
class.

2.5 – In addition to a 2.0 score, the student demonstrates partial knowledge of 3.0 elements.

2 – The student understands the foundational material, but is still working to master application
of the concepts and skills

1.5 – The student demonstrates understanding of all 2.0 elements with help and independent
understanding of some 2 elements.
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1 – The student is able to demonstrate an understanding of all of the foundational material with
support

0.5 – The student demonstrates understanding of some 2.0 elements.

0 – Even with assistance from the teacher, the student shows no understanding of the material.

IE - This stands for “insufficient evidence” and will be used if a student has not been able to
provide evidence of learning.  This could be due to but not limited to absences and lack of
motivation.

What is the difference between standards-based learning and standards-referenced
learning?
A standards-based learning system is based on a defined number of learning levels and
students advance through the system at their own pace, based on achievement of each level. A
standards-referenced learning system is based on traditional grade levels and students advance
through the system at the same pace as other students of the same age.

What are the key ideas of standards-referenced learning?
In addition to our goal of making grades accurate, consistent, meaningful, and supportive of
learning, our implementation of standards-referenced grading (SRG) is built on five key ideas:
A student’s grade should reflect academic learning and should never be used as a punitive tool.
The primary purpose of assessment and grading is to provide detailed feedback to inform
student learning.  Learning is a process that takes place over time and at different speeds for
different students.  Everything that happens in a classroom should support and build on a set of
essential outcomes that are identified in advance and shared with students. A coordinated
assessment and grading system, both among common course teachers and throughout the
school, clarifies the expectations for all students and maximizes academic opportunities.
These ideas are the core foundation for SRG. For example, the idea of learning over time is the
basis for allowing new evidence of learning to replace old evidence and for allowing
reassessment.

How does standards-referenced grading affect classroom instruction?
Standards-referenced grading and reporting has little direct impact on classroom instruction –
quality teaching is quality teaching regardless of the grading system being used. What SRG will
impact is the focus of classroom instruction and the feedback students receive. By specifying
the essential knowledge and skills the students must master, teachers select tasks and activities
that will have the most impact on student learning. Each learning task has a criterion for mastery
that is shared with students in order to pinpoint information about what learning has and has not
been demonstrated.
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How will my student be assessed?
Student’s learning is assessed using a variety of formative and summative assessments. These
tools include formal assessments such as traditional tests, projects, written papers, lab reports,
or verbal assessments, but they may also include informal assessments such as classroom
discussions or teacher observations. Essentially, everything that a student does in a
standards-referenced class provides the teacher with evidence of the student’s learning.

What can my student do to raise their grade in a standards-referenced class?
The goal in a standards-referenced class is to ensure that students master the essential
outcomes for the class, so any efforts to raise a student’s grade will have the same goal. The
student should meet with the teacher to determine which outcomes need improvement and
discuss how that will be reassessed. If the student demonstrates a higher level of mastery on
the outcome assessment, then the newer score will replace the older score. Again, the focus is
to improve the student’s mastery of the material, so extra credit points, or score penalties for
retesting, are not used in standards-referenced classes.

Why should my student do the homework assigned in class if it isn’t included in the
grade?
Many students feel that in a standards-referenced class they don’t have to worry about anything
except their final chapter or unit test. This is incorrect. It is important for students to understand
that their teacher is evaluating their performance on learning tasks, or homework, on a daily
basis. Teachers analyze student work to determine growth and improvement towards
mastery of a specific skill or content. When assigning a final score, every teacher has the
responsibility of taking into account all the work a student completes during a semester. So, if a
student chooses not to do an assignment, not only are they missing an opportunity to practice a
skill, they are also missing an opportunity to display mastery of an outcome to their teacher.

Why doesn’t my student have a grade yet?
Because standards referenced grading focuses on the learning a student demonstrates, the
class grade may not be updated as frequently as it was when daily or weekly assignments
impacted the grade. This shift is especially noticeable at the beginning of the semester when it
may take a few weeks for the teacher to collect enough evidence to determine each
student’s level of mastery. However, while the overall outcome grade may not change as
frequently, the teacher is still recording performance on other learning tasks, such as homework,
quizzes and in-class activities that provide important feedback about what work is being done.
Please contact your student’s teacher at any time if you have questions about your student’s
grade. Your student will also be able to tell you where they are on each proficiency level, as they
will have frequent meetings with teachers and will be tracking their own progress throughout the
unit.
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Are non-academic factors, such as effort, attitude, participation, and behavior part of the
class grade?
These factors have always been and will continue to be an important part of every student’s
success. However, in standards referenced grading, these factors will be communicated
separately from the student’s academic grade.

How can I get more information about my student’s grade or about standards-referenced
learning?
If you have questions or concerns about your student’s learning in a class or if you would like
more information on standards referenced grading, please contact the teacher, or the building
principal by email or by calling 660-359-4328.

Will there still be an honor roll?
All students receiving 3’s or higher in all classes will earn Honor Roll recognition. All students
receiving all 3’s with a minimum of two 4’s in core content classes will earn Distinguished
Scholar recognition.  There will also be a Citizenship Honor Roll for students who are respectful,
helpful, and hard working in the classroom.

What about activities and sports eligibility?
Student grade checks will be performed eight times a year at each grading period (Midterm,
Quarter, Semester). Students with scores below 1, “IE’s,” or a combination of the two, in more
than one class will be ineligible to participate in contests or performances (but may still
participate in practices) until the next grade check, when eligibility will be reassessed.
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Standards-Referenced Grading Proficiency Scale Explanation
A proficiency scale is given to the students for each power standard. All of the levels on these
scales, builds upon the others, and explains what learning the students have to demonstrate in
order to achieve mastery before moving to the next. For example, students cannot earn a 3 until
they have shown mastery of level 2.

The wording in italics is an explanation of each level.

*IE – This stands for “Insufficient Evidence” and will be used if a student has not been able to provide
evidence of learning.  This could be due to but not limited to absences or lack of motivation.
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